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Abstract
In this thesis I will study relatedness measures between pair of nodes (pages)
in the graph of Wikipedia. The literature contains many of such measures,
but very often they are not time/space efficient and/or they don’t allow to
compare any pair of nodes.
Here I will propose new measures that overcome those limitations. They will
be constructed over the clusterings produced by an algorithm called “Layered
Label Propagation” and I will show that they allow to reach comparable (or
better) results with some of the best known ones by using, under certain
conditions, less memory.
I will also present how, by using an algorithm called “Locality Sensitive
Hashing”, a subset of them could be used to solve some common search
problems in a time/space efficient way. And I will also extend the work done
in the paper “Compressed Indexes for String Searching in Labeled Graphs”
by using them to solve a similar problem.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The objective of this work is to study measures between pairs of nodes (pages)
in the graph of Wikipedia that estimate the relatedness of the concepts con-
tained in the nodes. The measures that we will present in this work are
general and not tied to the specific characteristics of Wikipedia so that they
could be used, in principle, over any kind of graph. Here however, due to
time constraints, we have not evaluated them, in practice, over other graphs.
Those measures allow us to extrapolate precious informations that may
remain otherwise hidden in the structure of the graph. Informations that
are important in a vast number of different fields and situations. For ex-
ample speech recognition systems may estimate the likelihood that a given
word may have been said in a sentence or a speech by checking its relatedness
with the other words (similarly it could be used with semantic annotators like
TAGME see [19]). Recommendation system for example for an e-commerce
platform may be built on top of those measures. They could also be used as
a tool to “drive” the exploration of the knowledge expressed by a graph.
There exist many other use cases, it is a problem so pervasive that have at-
tracted a good amount of research.
As a consequence a lot of relatedness measures already exist (and we will
study their performance) but very often they are not efficient in time and/or
in space and/or they do not allow to compare every pair of nodes.
We will therefore propose new relatedness measures that are efficient both
in time and in space and that in principle can compare every pair of nodes.
Those new measures are based on the iterative algorithm called Layered
Label Propagation, introduced in [12]. Here however we will not use it for the
purpose for which it was created, namely to rename the nodes of a graph in
order to make them more easily compressible. We will use it instead because
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at each iteration it produces a clustering of the nodes, and we assume that
those clusterings could be used to estimate the relatedness between the nodes.
The choice of this particular algorithm was due to two main reasons:
• it scales even over huge graphs;
• it is able to produce a huge number of clusterings in a relatively short
amount of time.
This last property gives stronger guarantees over the results since it allows
to be more selective about what clusterings to use.
We will also describe how a subset of those new measures could be used
to solve some common problems in a really efficient way (both in time and
in space) by using the algorithm called Locality Sensitive Hashing (that will
be described in chapter 6), even in the presence of massive datasets, which
nowadays is a key property. With the same subset of measures we will de-
velop new algorithms to solve a similar problem to the one described in the
paper “Compressed Indexes for String Searching in Labeled Graphs” (see
[3]), here the authors deal with the problem of constructing time/space effi-
cient data structures, built over a labelled graph, that given a node n and a
string P allow to return the neighbours or the neighbours of the neighbours
of n which have the label prefixed by P . The similar problem that we will
solve is the following “given a node n and a string P find all the nodes which
are similar to n and that have the labels prefixed by P”, we will solve this
problem by using in a different way some of the core ideas expressed in the
original paper, by combining them again with Locality Sensitive Hashing,
but this time in an unusual way.
We have studied all this on the graph of Wikipedia updated at the end of
the 2015 (downloaded from [7]). The graph is oriented and is made of almost
18 millions of nodes (the pages) and 140 millions of edges (the links between
the pages).
The choice of using Wikipedia was given by practical reasons: checking for
the correctedness of the results is easier on it with respect to other graphs
(like Social Network graphs). It is so because it is relatively easy for a human
to tell if two nodes (pages) of Wikipedia are related (they can be checked
by reading the corresponding articles), doing the same thing on other graphs
could be difficult.
Apart from the graph we have downloaded from [21] a dataset (from hereafter
we will call it WikiSim) containing 408 pairs of nodes (of Wikipedia) each of
them with a relatedness measure (that goes from 0 to 10) given by humans.
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We have extended this dataset with some other pairs because it has few
related pairs at higher distances. This dataset will be used, as a “golden
set”, to check if our results are good or not.
In particular:
• in chapter 4 it will be used to see if there exists a strong correlation
between the relatedness measures and the relatedness of the pages.
Especially if the new measures based on Layered Label Propagation
are competitive with the best known ones;
• in chapter 5 it will be used to see if, given a value t, those measures
can be used to successfully distinguish among pairs of nodes that have
a relatedness higher than t from the other ones.
In the following we will give a brief description of the various chapters of this
thesis:
• chapter 2 is fully dedicated to Layered Label Propagation, it contains
a description of the algorithm and, more importantly, the rationale
behind its usage in this work;
• chapter 3 contains the description of every distance functions (that
will be used as relatedness measures) that we have used in this work.
Both those based on Layered Label Propagation and the best known
ones will be described;
• chapter 4 contains the study of the correlation between the functions
described in chapter 3 and the relatedness of the nodes. Here it will be
shown that the functions that we have created based on the Layered
Label Propagation algorithm are competitive and that they do not suf-
fer from the limitation of the best known ones and that, under certain
conditions, they need few space to operate;
• chapter 5 here we have studied if the functions can be used to tell if a
pair of nodes has the relatedness higher than a certain value. The new
functions proposed here will obtain better results, and we will show
that they could also obtain similar results to the best known ones by
using less space;
• chapter 6 here we will describe an algorithm called Locality Sensi-
tive Hashing in preparation for the next chapter that will finally show
how the distances based on Layered Label Propagation can be made
extremely time/space efficient (we will show that the same technique
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could be used for some of the functions present in the literature, but
unfortunately they do not provide the same performance as chapter 4
and 5 will show);
• chapter 7 here we will describe how the functions proposed in this
thesis can be used to solve some common problems and how they can
be used to extend the work done in [3].
Chapter 2
Layered Label Propagation
In this chapter we will describe two algorithms: Absolute Pott Model and
Layered Label Propagation. They are both part of a family of algorithms
called “Label Propagation Algorithms”. Those algorithms work on graphs
and they are all independent of their specific structure and of the initial
node numbering. To emphasize this feature they typically perform a random
permutation of the nodes at the very beginning of the algorithm. They do
not try to optimize an objective function nor they require prior information
about the graph. They are iterative and at the end of every iteration they
produce a clustering of the nodes. The time complexity of every iteration is
linear in the number of edges.
Absolute Pott Model is presented here only because it is a prerequisite to
explaining Layered Label Propagation since it is basically a simpler version
of it.
2.1 Absolute Pott Model
Absolute Pott Model (APM) (see [12] for a more detailed description) runs
on a graph and it basically produces a clustering of the nodes. More precisely
for every node it computes a label which states its cluster membership (node
n has label l ⇐⇒ n ∈ cluster l).
A peculiarity of this algorithm is that it is completely independent of the
initial node numbering (to emphasize this feature it is assumed that a random
permutation of the nodes is performed before starting the algorithm).
In the following: N(i) will be the set of all neighbours of the node i and, for
every vector v, we will use v(i) to refer to its i-th element.
The algorithm takes one argument γ ∈ [0, 1] (and of course a graph G) its
role will be explained shortly.
8
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The algorithm is iterative and during its entire execution it will maintain two
vectors λ and L where:
λ(i) is the label of the i-th node;
λ−1(i) = {j | λ(j) = i} is the set of all nodes that have i as label;
L(i) = |λ−1(i)| is the current number of nodes that have i as label.
At every iteration the label of every node i is set as the label l maximizing
the following expression where ki(l) = |λ−1(l)∩N(i)| is the number of all the
neighbours of i with l as label:
ki(l)− γ(L(l)− ki(l))
L(l)−ki(l) is the number of nodes with label l and that are not neighbours of
i. The role of γ is of controlling the contribute of L(l)−ki(l) to the equation.
The more γ is close to 1 the more the clusters will tend to be small and dense
because L(l) will heavily influence the choice and, in general, L(l) >> ki(l).
If γ is close to 0 a small number of sparse clusters will be created, because
the weight of the labels of the neighbours will be more important and, as a
consequence, the labels will spread more easily through the graph (if γ = 0
the label choice will be completely given by those of the neighbours since
ki(l)− γ(L(l)− ki(l)) = ki(l)).
There are many stopping criteria, that could be used, for example: a max-
imum number of iterations, if less than a certain number of labels have
changed, and so on.
The main problem here is the choice of γ, as reported in [12], there are no
theoretical results which could be used to find a good value for it.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the APM algorithm.
2.1.1 Layered Label Propagation
LLP uses a slightly modified version of APM to obtain an algorithm that
could be used to obtain a compression-friendly ordering.
Compression-friendly ordering here means an ordering such that:
• the nodes that have a similar neighbourhood should be put “close”
together in the ordering;
• the majority of the edges should be made from nodes that are close in
the ordering.
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pi ← a random permutation of G’s nodes ;
λ = [0, 1, . . . , n− 1];
while not some stopping criterion do
for i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 do
for every label l do
compute ki(l);
end
λ(pi(i))← argmaxl{ki(l)− γ(L(l)− ki(l))};
end
end
Algorithm 1: Absolute Pott Model
The idea of the algorithm is simple: instead of using a fixed γ let us use
a different one for each iteration, and let us use every λ computed at each
iteration to build a permutation vector that will sort the nodes, in such a
way that they will be more compressible.
More formally let γi be the γ chosen at i-th step, and pii be the permutation
vector computed on the i-th iteration (with pi0 equal to the initial permuta-
tion vector), λi is the λ obtained after the i-th execution, then:
µ(pi, λ) = pi′ such that:
∀x, y. pi′(x) ≤ pi′(y) ⇐⇒ pi(λx) < pi(λy) ∨ (λx = λy ∧ pi(x) ≤ pi(y))
pi0 = the initial permutation
pii+1 = µ(pii, λ
i)
In other words we will sort the nodes based on the position on their labels
after the permutation, and if they have the same label then we will sort them
based on their previous order.
The final ordering will be given by the last pi.
Since there is no obvious way to chose the various γ let us just choose every
γi at random from the set {0} ∪ {2−k | k = 0, 1, . . . , i}. In this way we will
obtain that the clusterings will be at differents levels of resolution (with a
randomly chosen order and, possibly, with repetitions).
Gamma Order
In [5] in the implementation of the LLP algorithm the authors actually do
not return the last pi as the final permutation vector as stated on the paper.
They use a more complex way of computing it.
The procedure is quite complex and we will not fully explain it since, for
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our purposes, we just need the formula to obtain a cost that is computed
for every iteration (this cost is used to obtain the final ordering). Let us say
that ck is that cost for the k-th step where N(i)(j) is the j-th neighbour of
the node i then:
pi(j) =
{
pik(i) if i = 0
pik(N(i)(j)) otherwise
nodeCost(i) =
|N(i)|∑
i=1
dlog2 |pi(j)− pi(j − 1)|e
ck =
n∑
i=1
nodeCost(i)
In other words, for every node i, pi is the vector that contains the permuted
position (with pik) of i followed by those of all its neighbours. Then the cost
for the node i is the sum of the logarithms of the differences between every
element of pi and its predecessor. The final cost is simply given by the sum
of the cost of all the nodes.
We will define as “Gamma Order” an ordering defined by those of the costs.
Formally it is defined by the permutation vector b such that: ∀i, j b(i) <
b(j)⇒ cb(i) ≤ cb(j). This ordering will be used, in chapter 3, to sort the labels
produced by LLP and to define some distance functions (we will prove that
both the sorting and the distance functions are very effective).
2.2 Why Layered Label Propagation?
For our purposes the fact that LLP produces a permutation vector is not
useful. It is instead useful that at every iteration step it will produce a
clustering of the nodes.
Moreover LLP is capable of scaling even on huge graphs and allows to produce
a massive amount of clustering (in our tests we have produced two thousands
of them!). The huge number of clusterings is not useful because we are
actually going to use all of them (one of the goal is to be space efficient), but
because it will allows us to have a huge amount of clustering to choose from.
In this way we have stronger guarantees that if some clustering goes wrong
(and this is definitely not uncommon) we could simply ignore it.
The idea is to concatenate together (in some order), for every node, its labels;
thus we can obtain a vector that represents a “clustering signature” for the
node.
The main assumption of this work is that the similarity of those signatures
actually reflect the relatedness of the nodes.
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Moreover, as we will see in chapter 6, there are extremely efficient algorithms
that work on signatures.
Those algorithms will allow us to have fast query times and, since they
basically need just the signatures, they can also be efficient with respect
to the space requirements (obviously provided that the signatures can be
kept “small”, and we will see that this is actually the case).
Chapter 3
Distance Functions
In the following we will present many distance functions. Please note that
only few of them are really distance functions in the mathematical sense,
while the others are heuristic and behave mostly like real distance functions.
From here on with distance between a pair of nodes (x, y) we will refer
(unless otherwise noted) to the minimum between the length of the
shortest path from x to y and the length of the shortest path from y
to x.
3.1 Na¨ive Idea: distance between pages
The first idea that one would think of is the one of using the distance between
the pages to estimate the relatedness (the distance distribution for WikiSim
can be seen on figure 3.1a). However as one can see on picture 3.1b this
idea does not work in practice. In fact there are many related pairs with a
distance ≤ 2 but a cut at distance 2 would also bring many false positives
(pairs that are not related but that are classified as such). It is clear from
the picture that a cut that will divide the related pairs from the non-related
ones does not exist. The conclusion is that this solution is not doable because
there would be too many errors.
3.2 Best Graph Based Distance Functions
In literature there are many distance functions capable of estimating the
relatedness of two nodes in a graph. In the following we will present the best
13
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(a) distance distribution (b) scatter plot of the distance against the relat-
edness
Figure 3.1: Distance Statistics for WikiSim
ones that we have found.
Since all those functions are computed directly on the graph, we will refer to
them as the graph based ones.
Given the following definitions:
jaccDistance(X, Y ) = 1− |X ∩ Y ||X ∪ Y | ,
x→ y states the existence of an edge between x and y,
in(x) = {a | a→ x},
out(x) = {a | x→ a},
W is the set of all the nodes of Wikipedia
the best distance functions are:
• Milne&Witten (see [8])
mw(x, y) =
log (max (|in(x)|, |in(y)|))− log (|in(x) ∩ in(y)|)
log |W | − log (min (|in(x)|, |in(y)|))
• JaccardIn the Jaccard distance over the predecessors of the two nodes:
jaccIn(x, y) = jaccDistance(in(x), in(y))
• JaccardOut the Jaccard distance over the successors of the two nodes:
jaccOut(x, y) = jaccDistance(out(x), out(y))
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• JaccardInOut the Jaccard distance over both the predecessors and the
successors of the two nodes:
jaccInOut(x, y) = jaccDistance(in(x) ∪ out(x), in(y) ∪ out(y))
• CoSimRank (a more detailed and complete description of the algorithm
can be found in [4]) it is based on the Personalized Page Rank (PPR)
(a description of the algorithm can be found in [4]) which is an iterative
algorithm that work as follows where A is the stochastic matrix of the
Markov chain, p0i = ei, ei is the i-th vector of the standard basis and d
is a probability (its role will be explained shortly):
Aij =
{
1/|N(i)| if i→ j
0 otherwise
pki = dAp
k−1
i + (1− d)p0i
It is similar to Page Rank (see [14] for a detailed description) but here
the random surfer has a starting node which is i. At each step it
follows one of the links with probability d, like in Page Rank, but with
probability 1 − d instead of jumping to a random node, like in Page
Rank, it jumps back to i. The authors of the paper utilized PPR with
d = 1 to define CoSimRank.
We can use the PPR vectors as a measure of similarity between nodes
by computing their cosine similarity, here we use the 1-norm instead
of the 2-norm so the denominator is equal to 1 (since the 1-norm of
a probability vector is 1) and the formula becomes the dot product
between the vectors.
The CoSimRank of two nodes x and y is (where · is the dot product):
cosim(x, y) =
∞∑
i=0
cipix · piy
c is the damping factor it is used to progressively reduce the contribu-
tion given by the following iterations of PPR.
It can be proven that:
|c| < 1⇒ cosim(x, y) ≤
∞∑
i=0
ci =
1
1− c
since (1−c)cosim(x, y) ≤ 1 we can transform it in a, bounded, distance
measure (cosim) with:
0 ≤ cosim(x, y) = 1− (1− c)cosim(x, y) ≤ 1
The complexities of CoSimRank where n is the number of the nodes:
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– O(n3) in time and O(n2) in space if the similarity for all the nodes
must be computed;
– if the graph is sparse and d is the average node degree the previous
complexities becomes, respectively, O(dn2) and O(n2);
– if only the similarity between p nodes is needed then the time
complexity is O(dpn) to compute the PPR vectors and O(p2n) to
compute the similarities, and O(pn) in space.
Those complexities make this method unsuitable to run on the entire
graph of Wikipedia. The obvious consequence is that a sub-graph is
needed in order to being able to run it. In particular we have built a
different sub-graph for every pair that we have compared for similarity.
Given a pair of nodes (x, y) the sub-graph G = (N ′, E ′) is built from the
original graph W = (N,E) by using two functions: nodes : N → 2N
and edges : N → 2E. In our tests we have used edges(n) = {n →
x | x ∈ out(n)} and we have tried with different functions for nodes:
nodesin(n) = in(n)
nodesout(n) = out(n)
nodesinout(n) = in(n) ∪ out(n)
Given those definitions the sub-graph is built in this way:
N ′ = nodes(x) ∪ nodes(y) ∪ {x, y}
E ′ = {(a, b) | n ∈ N ′ ∧ (a, b) ∈ edges(n) ∧ a ∈ N ′ ∧ b ∈ N ′}
nodes is used to create the set of nodes N ′ of the sub-graph, and edges
is used to generate for every node of N ′ a subset of edges of the original
graph W (note that only the edges between nodes from N ′ are kept).
Eventually a pruning function can be applied to the resulting sub-graph
in order to remove some noise and keep the graph more compact. Al-
gorithm 2 shows a possible pseudo-code.
To compute it we have used a library (see [6]) that used a weighted
version of CoSimRank. We have weighted every edge x → y by com-
puting the Jaccard Similarity between x and y (We have tried all the
three version described previously), and then We have normalized the
weights of the out edges of every node.
It should be noted that those functions cannot be used to compute the re-
latedness of every possible pair of nodes:
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N ′ ← nodes(x) ∪ nodes(y) ∪ {x, y};
E ′ ← {};
for every n ∈ N ′ do
E ′ ← E ′ ∪ {(a, b) | (a, b) ∈ edges(n) ∧ a ∈ N ′ ∧ b ∈ N ′};
end
G′ ← pruning(N ′, E ′);
return the graph G′;
Algorithm 2: Sub-graph building for CoSimRank
• in the Jaccard distances everything is based on the intersection. If the
intersection is empty then the answer will be 1. The problem arise
when the intersection is empty simply because the nodes are too far
(from one another) in the graph. In that case the answer will always
be 1 regardless of the effective relatedness;
• the same considerations also apply for Milne&Witten. Surely it will
not always return the same value but nonetheless it will completely
base its answer only on the indegree of the two nodes, which by alone
it is hardly a good relatedness indicator;
• in principle CoSimRank is defined for every distance, but since here we
are computing it on sub-graphs which, for how they are constructed,
does not guarantee that the nodes are connected (if they were on the
original graph obviously).
The distances that we will propose in the next section are defined, in princi-
ple, everywhere. In practice however the quality of their results will decrease
with the distance.
3.3 Distances computed on the labels obtained
by LLP
In this paragraph we will describe the distance functions that we have built
on top of the labels vectors of LLP, and how those vectors are created.
3.3.1 Creating the Vectors
The simplest way to create the vector is to run LLP and then take the labels
in the exact order in which they are produced.
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However there are, as we will see in practice in the test sections of the chapters
4 and 5, more robust/reliable ways to build them. Firstly we will show
techniques that work on the labels produced with a single execution of LLP
and then we will present others that work on multiple executions.
Most of these techniques deal with the order of the labels. This is important
because in practice, after running LLP, a subset of the labels must be chosen
(the one that gives the best performance). Since the number of the possible
subsets is exponential, it is clear that only a small subset of them must be
chosen, in particular:
• we have tried every possible prefix and every possible suffix of the labels
vector;
• we have taken many sub-vector that we have called windows. A window
is defined by a size s and a position p over a vector v as: [vp, vp+1, . . . , vp+s−1].
Their number is quadratic in the size of the vector, so we have chosen a
subset of them preferring those with a “small” size, because the space
occupancy was a main concern.
The order makes a label more or less likely to be chosen by the previous tech-
niques. Also only consecutive labels are considered, that means that “bad”
labels in the middle of “good” ones could badly affect the performances.
Single Execution
• Classic: this is the simplest idea where we take the labels in the exact
order in which they are produced;
• Random Permutation: here we are using a random permutation to
shuﬄe the labels to see if it will improve the results. This will also
help to, partially, overcome the limitation of choosing only consecutive
labels during the sub-vector choice;
• Gamma Order Permutation: in this case we will use the Gamma Order
(described in the “Gamma Order” section of the paragraph 2.1.1) to
sort the labels;
• Gamma Order Reversed Permutation: the same as the previous case
but the permutation is performed in the reverse order.
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Multiple Execution
We have used the following techniques (y is the resulting vector, xij is the
j-th element of the vector computed during the i-th execution of LLP and
finally k is the number of the executions performed):
• concat: this is simply the concatenation of all the vectors xi (· is the
vector concatenation operator)
y = x1 · x2 · · · · · xk
This is the least promising one (and the tests shows that it does not
bring any benefit compared to the other ones).
• random: in this case the i-th element of the vector y is the i-th element
of one of the xs vectors chosen at random (ri is an integer chosen at
random in {1, 2, . . . , k})
yi = xrii
Here we are basically independently computing k times LLP, but for
every i-th iteration we choose one of those executions and we only keep
its labels. The rationale is that by mixing the labels in this way we
are increasing the variety of the labels since they are coming from k
independent sources.
• intermix: we concatenate all the first elements from all the vectors,
then the second ones and so on.
Formally:
yi = x11 · x21 · · · · · xk1 · x12 · x22 · · · · · xkn
or:
yi = x(i%k)(bi/kc)
This seems to be the most promising one since it should put together
all the results in a “coherent” way.
• random mix: we combine all the labels together (in any order) and
then we will do a random permutation to shuﬄe them.
In the following chapters we will refer to all this methods to create the vectors
of labels as “strategies”.
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3.3.2 Serious Issues with the “Vanilla” Version of LLP
In our tests we have executed LLP with many iterations (in the order of
the thousands), and it was immediately clear that after a certain number of
iterations the “quality” of the produced vectors were rapidly decreasing to
the point where they became mainly useless.
To be more specific by looking at the quality of the results it was clear that
the contribution of the first iterations was extremely high but that every
iteration was rapidly bringing less and less positive contribution up to a
point where the contribution became negative and rapidly became more and
more negative. In other words if plotted it would have formed a really steep
“hill”. This behaviour was caused by the choice of the γ: since γi is chosen
from {0}∪{2−k | k = 0, 1, . . . , i} then if i is really high that means that, with
high probability, γi would be really close to 0. That basically means that
kl − γ(vl − kl) u kl so the choice of the label will be completely dependent
on those of the neighbours. That means few and sparse clusters and since we
are doing many iterations (and each one will have less and less chances that
the chosen γ will not be too close to 0) that will exacerbate this behaviour
letting really few labels to spread all across the graph (in principle even a
single label could take over the entire graph).
Even if we ignore the issues brought in by the sparsity of the clusters, having
only a few of them seems likely to be a receipt for a disaster, since Wikipedia
hosts an extremely heterogeneous set of knowledge which can not be captured
by few clusters. In the light of this the “hill” behaviour is not surprising.
However the solution is simple let us define a value p and then let us choose
γi from {0} ∪ {2−k | k = 0, 1, . . . ,min(i, p)}.
If properly chosen p (we will call it “gamma power limit” in the next chapters)
will eliminate this problem without affecting the original idea of LLP.
3.3.3 Distance Functions
For every distance function, x and y are the vectors of the labels of the
considered nodes. Some of them will use also δ which is defined as (basically
the reverse of the Kronecher delta):
δi =
{
1 if xi 6= yi
0 otherwise
Firstly we will present some basic distance functions and then some more
advanced ones.
The basic distance functions are:
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• cosine: it is the cosine distance computed on x¯ and y¯, the vectors where
the i-th element is, respectively, given by the number of times the label
i appear on x or on y.
So the distance is:
cosine(x¯, y¯) = 1− x¯
T y¯
‖x¯‖‖y¯‖
• hd: the hamming distance
hd(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
δi
• jacc: the Jaccard distance computed on X = {a | a ∈ x} and Y =
{a | a ∈ y}
jacc(X, Y ) = 1− |X ∩ Y ||X ∪ Y |
Their importance, as we will see in chapter 6, reside on the existence of a
really efficient algorithm for which an implementation is known for them.
Then we have created a distance function based on the Hamming distance,
one based on the gamma order and their reverse:
• hdLin: this is the Hamming distance where the “penalty” of having a
different label increases, linearly, with the position
d(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
iδi
• hdLinRev: the same as the previous one but the penalty is reversed
d(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
(n− i+ 1)δi
• gammaOrder: this function assign to the i-th label a value pi which is
the position of the label in the gamma order. The function will then
compute:
d(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
piδi
• gammaOrderRev: this is the same as the previous one but with the
reversed gamma order.
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Hybrid Distance Functions
Some hybrid distance functions can be created by extending the labels vectors
with the adjacency lists of the nodes in the graph (or the reversed adjacency
lists). Over this extended vectors it makes sense to compute only two func-
tions (between the proposed ones) the Jaccard and the Cosine distance. We
will denote with adjIn, adjOut, adjInOut the labels vectors extended with
the adjacency lists computed on: the in-edges, the out-edges and on both.
Chapter 4
Correlation Analysis
4.1 Objectives
It is interesting to see if the correlation between the distances based on LLP
and the relatedness of the pages is good or not, and expecially if it is better
than what it could be achieved with the other distance functions.
Applications
A high correlation would basically mean that algorithms can find related
nodes with high accuracy. This could be extremely useful for a huge number
of applications like: search engines, annotators (like TagMe see [19]) and
speech recognition systems.
4.2 Test Details
The correlation has been computed using the Pearson’s formula (see [15])
(x and y are vectors, cov(x, y) is the covariance of x and y, σx and σy are,
respectively, the standard deviation for x and y):
corr(x, y) =
cov(x, y)
σxσy
The correlation between any pair of vector is defined in the range [−1, 1]
where 1 means that they are totally positively correlated, −1 that they are
totally negatively correlated and finally 0 that they have no correlation. In
our case the correlation will be computed between the vector of the relat-
edness and the vector of the distances computed with a certain distance
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function, we then expect the correlation to be negative since when the relat-
edness is higher the distance will (should) be lower and vice versa. In the
following we will always take the absolute value for the correlation.
For each distance function we have analysed the variation of the correlation
using all the windows of the labels vectors. Also, instead of just computing
it on the whole set of pairs contained in WikiSim, we have taken different
ranges over the relatedness and over the distances to see if limiting the pairs
to those inside those ranges would lead to significantly different results.
The LLP executions, to build the labels vectors, where performed in this
way:
• the vectors based on a single execution were created by executing LLP
with 1000 iterations and a gamma power limit of 32;
• the vectors based on multiple executions of LLP were created by exe-
cuting LLP 10 times with 100 iterations each and a different gamma
power limit for each execution (to differentiate more between them).
We have empirically found those values by performing some tests, better
values are likely to exists but giving the time constraints and the time needed
to run the tests (more than a week) we have come up with those.
4.3 Test Analysis
We will show, for every function based on LLP, only the maximum correlation
obtained for all the windows, in order to avoid an excessive complexity on
the graphs. Moreover since there are many of them (≈ 70), we will only show
the results for those that we have considered as more relevant.
We will start with the analysis of the pairs grouped by the relatedness.
On figure 4.1 we have plotted the correlation of the distances based on LLP
when using the classic labels. We can see that if we consider all the pairs
(figure 4.1a), then all the functions have basically the same correlation. The
group with the highly related pairs (4.1b) and the one with the poorly related
ones (4.1g) have the lowest correlation values. The correlation is also lower if
we compare the groups with the case where we consider all the pairs, this can
be explained by the fact that if we consider a smaller range for the relatedness
the Pearson’s formula becomes less forgiving. jacc is the one with the higher
correlation value on all the groups but it has, instead, the lowest value when
we consider all the pairs.
On figure 4.2a there is the correlation for the case of the intermixed label
vectors. The first thing that could be noticed is that, with respect to the
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previous situation, the correlation has increased on all the cases, especially
on the group of the highly related pairs and in the one of the poorly related
ones.
On figure 4.3a there is the case of the random permutation over the single
execution of LLP. Compared to the previous situation we can see that the
results are very similar if we consider all the pairs, but they are slightly worse
if we consider the various groups, with the exception of the case on figure
4.3f where the correlation instead is significantly higher.
On figure 4.4a there is the case of the random permutation over the multiple
execution of LLP. In this case again we have worse performances on all the
groups and similar ones for the case where all the pairs are considered.
A similar situation happens also in the case of the labels ordered by the
gamma order (reversed or not).
On figure 4.7 we have done the same exact thing but over the graph based
functions.
For CoSimRank we have only shown two results because:
• if we use either nodesin or nodesinout the correlation is really low;
• if we use nodesout then the results are more or less the same regardless
of the other parameters.
The two versions are both are using nodesout and the same parameters, the
only difference is that one is using the pruned sub-graphs whereas the other
is not.
It can be seen that the not pruned one is performing slightly better (so
slightly better that it is probably more convenient to use the other one since
it is a lot faster and require less memory).
Milne&Witten is clearly the one that outperforms all the others when all the
pairs of nodes are considered (see figure 4.7a).
However when we consider the most related pairs or the less related ones
(see figure 4.7b and 4.7g) it becomes the worst one, when we consider the
other groups it is no more the best one (except for 4.7e) but it is nevertheless
competitive with the others. The other functions behaves in the opposite
way. They have a really low correlation when we consider all the pairs of
nodes (especially CoSimRank) but they have really good performance when
we consider the related ones (especially on figure 4.7b). The same behaviour
as in the case of the LLP based functions could be observed, the less the
pairs are similar the less the functions are correlated.
Before comparing all the functions together we have done a further anal-
ysis by grouping, this time, over the distance. On figure 4.8 the distances
based on LLP for the classic label vectors are shown. We can see that there
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are not huge differences between the various distance functions, and that
they perform better at distance 2 and, surprisingly, badly at distance 1.
On figure 4.9 the distances based on LLP for the intermixed label vectors
are shown. They are slightly worse at distance 1, slightly better at distance
2 and better at distance 3.
On figure 4.10 the distances based on LLP for the randomly permuted labels
of the single execution are shown. They have slightly worse performances at
distance 1, but better ones elsewhere.
On figure 4.11 the distances based on LLP for the randomly permuted labels
of the multiple execution are shown. The performance here are similar to
the case of the classic label vectors.
On figure 4.12 and on figure 4.13 there are the distances based on LLP for
labels sorted, respectively, by the gamma order and by the reversed gamma
order. They show similar performances, the main differences are on gam-
maOrder and gammaOrderRev which have better performances on the labels
ordered by their respective order. They are both similar to the case of the
randomly permuted labels of the single LLP execution.
Overall the conclusions is that the LLP functions have more difficulties at
distance 1.
On figure 4.14 the best graph based functions over the various distance
groups can be observed. Milne&Witten is the best one for the pairs at
distance 1 and 2 (figures 4.14a and 4.14b). Quite surprisingly the other
distances have bad performances at distance 1 (especially CoSimRank which
shows disastrous performances). The performances are significantly better
at distance 2. Those of Milne&Witten, jaccard over the out-nodes and of
the non-pruned CoSimRank decrease at distance 3, whether those of jaccard
over both the out and the in nodes remain almost constant. Jaccard over
the in-nodes and the pruned version of CoSimRank confirm here that their
performances increases with the distance which is a really curious behaviour.
Finally on figure 4.15 we have taken the best 3 LLP functions and the best
3 graph based functions and we have compared them together by grouping
over the distances.
We can see that when all the pairs are considered then Milne&Witten and
the distances based on LLP have the best correlations. If we consider the
groups then Milne&Witten is the best one except that at distance 3 (4.15d)
where the LLP functions are better then all the graph based ones. We can see
that for some reason all the functions have worse performances at distance 1
(4.15b).
There is no clear winner, in particular there are no functions that are
better at every possible distance. A possible solution is to choose a different
distance function at every distance, in order to partially avoid their weak-
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nesses. For example, we could use Milne&Witten for the pairs at distance
≤ 2 and another function for those at distance 3. We have tested this idea
in practice and it allows us to reach a correlation of ≈ 0.79 with different
distance functions based on LLP like those plotted on figure 4.15a. This is a
classic trade-off situation where a significant gain in terms of performance (a
correlation increase of ≈ 0.12) can be obtained at the price of higher space/-
time requirements (since two functions must be computed and we also have
to keep both the graph and the labels).
4.3.1 Space Requirements
The quality of the results can not be the only criterion used to choose the
distance function. There is another important factor which is the space re-
quirement. For the graph based functions that means the space requirements
for the graph, for the LLP based ones it is the space needed to store the la-
bels. The problem of how to store a graph is a well known (and studied)
problem, and there are a huge number of papers/articles/books that deals
with it. Therefore here we will not study it again but we will just present
the results. We will study the problem firstly by just considering the number
of labels per node versus the average node degree of the graph (which for
Wikipedia is ≈ 7.9), then we will give some very preliminary considerations
about their compressibility.
The number of labels we stored for each node is always the same and is given
by the size of the chosen window. We will firstly show the average number
of labels used by the various functions grouped by the strategy, then we will
show the requirements for the best (with respect to the correlation) five func-
tions. For every function we will show the minimum window size that allows
us to reach the maximum correlation value, and also some other cases where
we will take the minimum size that allows to have the correlation higher than
a certain value.
On figure 4.16 we have shown for every strategy the average number of labels
used by the functions computed on them. If we take only the best correla-
tion values (figure 4.16a) then we can see that the best strategies are order
by gamma and classic with an average labels number of ≈ 8.2 and ≈ 8.7,
which are similar to the average node degree. The other strategies require
on average between 13 and 16 labels.
If we allow every function to deliver a sub-optimal solution (correlation
≥ 0.65), then we have that we can achieve it, for some strategies, with only
≈ 6 labels on average (see figure 4.16b). If we allow to reach lower values
(correlation ≥ 0.6) then almost all the strategies require only between 2 and
3 labels per node (see figure 4.16c).
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On figure 4.17a we have plotted the number of labels needed for the five dis-
tance function/strategy with the highest correlation values. We can see that
two of them are using 10 labels, and the others are using between 13 and 22
labels. If we slightly reduce the correlation values to those ≥ 0.66 (the max-
imum values are between 0.67 and 0.68), then we can see from figure 4.17b
that we can reach it with only 7 labels per node. We can reach correlation
values ≥ 0.65 with 5 labels, and from there we have that, approximately,
every time we reduce the correlation limit by 0.01 we reduce the number of
labels by one (until we reach 0.62 with only 2 labels).
About the compressibility of the labels there are some preliminary con-
sideration that could be done:
• the Jaccard distance and the Cosine distance have a significant advan-
tage over the others since they don’t need to keep the labels in the order
defined by the window. This allows us to use compressed/succint data
structures that work on monotone sequences of values (since we could
sort them as we wish). This basically allows us, for example, to reuse
all the massive research done over the compressibility of the postings
lists (see for example [11]);
• once we have computed the labels we could remap them into a more
compressible-friendly form. A simple remapping could be to map them
in the space {0, 1, . . . , |L| − 1} where L is the set of all the labels. This
will allow us to have all the labels defined in a smaller range.
To have a rough idea about the compressibility of the labels, we have tried
to compress them by using some standard compression programs (executed
with the default parameters):
• with gzip (see [9]) the space occupancy is reduced, on average, by ≈ 3
times;
• with bzip2 (see [2]) it is reduced, on average, by ≈ 2.25 times;
• finally with xz (see [22]) it is reduced, on average, by ≈ 3.7 times.
4.4 Conclusions
The distance functions based on the graph are not capable of dealing with all
the possible pairs of nodes of a graph so they are not a “complete” solution
to the problem. If we want to be able to handle every possible pair then we
need to use a different function, one based on LLP.
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Since Milne&Witten is the best function on the pairs at distance 1 and 2
then we could use it for them and use another function for those at distance
3. This leads to a significant performance gain of ≈ 0.12 (which brings the
correlation to ≈ 0.79), but this solution incurs also in significant higher cost
since both the graph and the labels needs to be stored, and we also have to
compute two functions (we also have to find out if the distance is higher than
2 in order to choose the function).
The space requirements for the labels are almost on par with those of the
graph (if we do not consider the usage of compressed/succint data structures)
since the average node degree of Wikipedia is ≈ 7.9 and the labels are 10
per node for the best case. However if we allow to reach a slightly lower
correlation values then we could use significantly less labels.
We will see on chapter 7 some algorithms that could only be computed
(between the functions presented in this thesis) only on some distance func-
tions based on LLP, and on the Jaccard distances over the graph. Those
algorithms will allow to solve in a really efficient way some problems. This is
a further advantage of the LLP based ones over Milne&Witten and CoSim-
Rank.
It should also be noted that, as we will explain more in depth in the next
chapter, the correlation have some problems and it could be a bad indicator
of the real performances that could be expected in some applications.
The reason is that the correlation is quite unforgiving, even in the presence of
small variations. Moreover the relatedness values analysed here are biased on
the point of view of their creators, different creators could have just swapped
the situation in favour of other distances.
The take home message here is that the correlation (in this context) is surely
important but it should not be taken too strictly. The important thing is
that my distance functions are competitive with the one computed on the
graph, and that they can also be computed on every pair of nodes (and they
could use, in principle, less memory if we allow a sub-optimal solutions).
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(a) all the pairs
(b) relatedness ≥ 8 (c) relatedness ≥ 7
(d) relatedness ≥ 6 (e) relatedness ≥ 5
(f) relatedness ≤ 5 (g) relatedness ≤ 3
Figure 4.1: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
classic labels of the single LLP execution. The pairs are grouped by the
relatedness.
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(a) all the pairs
(b) relatedness ≥ 8 (c) relatedness ≥ 7
(d) relatedness ≥ 6 (e) relatedness ≥ 5
(f) relatedness ≤ 5 (g) relatedness ≤ 3
Figure 4.2: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
labels of the intermixed multiple executions of LLP. The pairs are grouped
by the relatedness.
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(a) all the pairs
(b) relatedness ≥ 8 (c) relatedness ≥ 7
(d) relatedness ≥ 6 (e) relatedness ≥ 5
(f) relatedness ≤ 5 (g) relatedness ≤ 3
Figure 4.3: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
randomly permuted labels of the single LLP execution. The pairs are grouped
by the relatedness.
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(a) all the pairs
(b) relatedness ≥ 8 (c) relatedness ≥ 7
(d) relatedness ≥ 6 (e) relatedness ≥ 5
(f) relatedness ≤ 5 (g) relatedness ≤ 3
Figure 4.4: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
randomly permuted labels of the multiple LLP executions. The pairs are
grouped by the relatedness.
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(a) all the pairs
(b) relatedness ≥ 8 (c) relatedness ≥ 7
(d) relatedness ≥ 6 (e) relatedness ≥ 5
(f) relatedness ≤ 5 (g) relatedness ≤ 3
Figure 4.5: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
single LLP execution labels sorted by the gamma order. The pairs are
grouped by the relatedness.
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(a) all the pairs
(b) relatedness ≥ 8 (c) relatedness ≥ 7
(d) relatedness ≥ 6 (e) relatedness ≥ 5
(f) relatedness ≤ 5 (g) relatedness ≤ 3
Figure 4.6: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
single LLP execution labels sorted by the reversed gamma order.
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(a) all the pairs
(b) relatedness ≥ 8 (c) relatedness ≥ 7
(d) relatedness ≥ 6 (e) relatedness ≥ 5
(f) relatedness ≤ 5 (g) relatedness ≤ 3
Figure 4.7: Pearson’s correlation for the graph based distance functions. The
pairs are grouped by the relatedness.
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(a) distance 1 (b) distance 2
(c) distance 3
Figure 4.8: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
classic labels of the single LLP execution. The pairs are grouped by the
distance.
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(a) distance 1 (b) distance 2
(c) distance 3
Figure 4.9: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
labels of the intermixed multiple executions of LLP. The pairs are grouped
by the distance.
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(a) distance 1 (b) distance 2
(c) distance 3
Figure 4.10: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
randomly permuted labels of the single LLP execution. The pairs are grouped
by the distance.
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(a) distance 1 (b) distance 2
(c) distance 3
Figure 4.11: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
randomly permuted labels of the multiple LLP executions. The pairs are
grouped by the distance.
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(a) distance 1 (b) distance 2
(c) distance 3
Figure 4.12: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
single LLP execution labels sorted by the gamma order. The pairs are
grouped by the distance.
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(a) distance 1 (b) distance 2
(c) distance 3
Figure 4.13: Pearson’s correlation for the varius distance functions over the
single LLP execution labels sorted by the reversed gamma order. The pairs
are grouped by the distance.
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(a) distance 1 (b) distance 2
(c) distance 3
Figure 4.14: Pearson’s correlation for the graph based distance functions.
The pairs are grouped by the distance.
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(a) all the pairs
(b) distance 1 (c) distance 2
(d) distance 3 (e) distance ≤ 2
Figure 4.15: Pearson’s correlation for all the distance functions. The pairs
are grouped by the distance.
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(a) for the maximum correlation value
(b) with correlation ≥ 0.65 (c) with correlation ≥ 0.6
Figure 4.16: average labels vector length
(a) for the maximum correlation value (b) with correlation ≥ 0.66
Figure 4.17: minimum labels vector length
Chapter 5
Binary Classification of the
Relatedness
5.1 Objectives
In the previous chapter we have compared the various distance functions
using the Pearson’s correlation formula, but using the correlation alone is
not a good choice for two main reasons:
• the relatedness, as said before, is really a subjective measure, so it is
difficult to actually say which is the best function by using only the
correlation. Maybe if someone else would have evaluated WikiSim,
probably the results could have been very different.
• for a lot of applications having a really strong correlation is not actually
needed. For those applications all that matter is being able to answer
the boolean question: “is this pair of nodes related?”.
It is not important if those pairs are extremely related or reasonably
related. And more importantly: it does not matter if the distance func-
tion can not tell that a pair is slightly more related than another one,
that evaluation is probably subjective, for another person the opposite
might be true.
So the question that we will answer in this chapter is:
Given value k are the distance functions capable of correctly distin-
guishing the pairs of nodes which have a relatedness above k from
those that are under it?
46
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5.2 Classification
To answer the above question a classification problem needs to be set up (see
[10] for more details). A classification problem is a problem in which there is
a set of objects (in our case pairs of pages) and the goal is to classify them,
that is to tell for every object to which class it belongs to (in our case the
set of the possible classes is a binary one: related or not related).
The classification of a pair could have four possible outcomes:
• true positive (tp): when the pair is correctly classified as related;
• true negative (tn): when the pair is correctly classified as not related;
• false positive (fp): when the pair is wrongly classified as related;
• false negative (fn): when the pair is wrongly classified as not related.
We will use four aggregate measures based on those values:
precision =
tp
tp+ fp
recall =
tp
tp+ fn
accuracy =
tp+ tn
tp+ tn+ fp+ fn
F -Measure = 2
recall ∗ precision
recall + precision
Usually a classifier depends on a set of parameters that must be tuned in
order to properly classify the objects. This is done by providing a set of
objects along with their real class membership. This set is then usually
partitioned into two subsets. One is the training set that is used to find
the best values for the parameters (by exploiting the knowledge of their real
class) and the other is the test set on which the parameters are put on “trial”
to see the performance of the classifier on unknown data (objects never used
for the parameters choice).
Finally we will describe a Cross-validation technique called “Leave One Out”
(see [10]), that can be used to assess/estimate the predictive accuracy of a
classifier on unknown data. Given a dataset D, Leave One Out will run |D|
classifications, the i-th classification will use the i-th element of D as the
test set and every other object as the training set. This allows us to use
every time |D| − 1 elements for the training set and it will still allows to test
every object. The main limitation of this method is the cost, since it needs
to execute |D| classifications.
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5.3 Test Details
In this chapter WikiSim will be used again as the dataset.
Given a distance function a classifier will be created by simply choosing a
threshold t, then a pair will be classified as related if and only if the distance
will be lower that t. The training phase will then be used to find this value.
For every distance function and for every labels vector combination strategy
a Leave One Out computation has been executed for every window. For
every one of them we will show only the window which has given the best
F-Measure value.
For every test it will be shown:
• the number of the true positives, of the true negatives, of the false
positives and of the false negatives;
• the derived measures: Recall, Precision, Accuracy and the F-Measure.
Also for every test we have set a range of values for the relatedness which rep-
resent a sort of “grey area”, the pairs that fall into this area will be ignored
and those above it will be considered as related. The idea is that by using
the grey area we could divide the “objectively” related pairs from the non
related ones by defining a range (that we will ignore) which will contain most
of the “subjective” pairs. Unfortunately a clear cut does not exists, unless
we make the grey area really big, but if we do that then we are also making
the problem too easy and uninteresting. Being able to distinguish between
values which are really far from each other in the relatedness spectrum is,
probably, not a tough challenge, and it is probably easily solvable with the
existing techniques (so not really worth a research thesis). By looking at the
dataset we have determined that a grey area between 5 and 6 or between 5
and 6.5 are probably the best splits. In the following we will only show the
results for the grey area between 5 and 6.
After looking at the results we will devise some strategies that could be
used to:
• reduce the errors;
• reduce the number of false positives at the expense of an increased
number of false negatives;
• do the vice-versa of the previous point.
The rationale for this last two strange strategies will be explained in the
proper section.
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5.4 Test Analysis
We have done tests for every combination of distance function and technique
described in chapter 3 but here, for the sake of brevity, we will show only
those that we have considered as more relevant.
5.4.1 Confusion Matrices
In this first test we will show the confusion matrices with the pairs parti-
tioned, by their distance, into different bins.
The results for the graph based distance functions can be seen on figure
5.2. We can see that, surprisingly, the Jaccard functions are performing quite
well at distance 3. CoSimRank seems to work better with the non-pruned
sub-graphs. Probably the best function here is jaccardIn (5.2b), since it only
has a high number of false positives at distance 2 but, as we will see better
in the error analysis section, every function has at least ≈ 15 of them. It
is followed closely by Milne&Witten and the non-pruned CoSimRank, their
main disadvantage is the high number of errors at distance 3.
On figure 5.3 the results for the basic case of the single LLP execution
are shown. The functions have, more or less, comparable performances with
jaccard, gammaOrder and gammaOrderRev as those with the best F-Measure
values. They also have slightly better performances with respect to the graph
based ones.
On figure 5.4 we can see what happens when the intermixed vectors are
used, here the best functions (again with respect to the F-Measure) are the
same as the previous case with the addition of hdLin. If we compare it
with the previous situation we can immediately see that the usage of the
intermixed vectors improve the performance of every function. To be more
precise they reduce the false negatives at the expense of an increased number
of false positives. Overall we have a gain since the accuracy and the recall
get a significant increase with respect to the reduction of the precision.
On figure 5.5 we can see that if we sort the labels by the gamma order we
get, with respect to the classic case, slightly worst results. The best function
here is gammaOrder.
Almost the same happens if we sort them by the reverse gamma order (see
figure 5.6). Here we have as best functions gammaOrder and jaccard.
It is quite surprising that gammaOrder works so well with the labels sorted
by the reversed gamma order, and that, similarly, gammaOrderRev works so
well when they are sorted by the gamma order. Unfortunately we did not
have found an explanation for this curious behaviour.
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On figure 5.7 we can see what happens if we do a random permutation of
the labels. The gamma order functions have a higher precision and a lower
recall, the opposite is true instead for all the other functions.
Similarly on figure 5.8 we can see that the same also apply for the case of
the random permutation over the labels produced by the multiple execution
of LLP, with the exception of cosine which also have a higher precision and
a lower recall.
On figure 5.11 there are the hybrid functions were the randomly permuted
labels obtained from the multiple LLP executions are concatenated with the
adjacency lists. In this case we can see that we have no gain, the F-Measure
is high but the are non-hybrid functions that are able to obtain better values.
This is the best case where the adjacency lists are combined with the labels
of LLP (other cases can be seen on figures 5.9 and 5.10). Combining the
labels with the out-nodes seems always to be the best choice (even if only
slightly). Maybe giving a different weight to the labels and to the nodes may
help in obtaining better results (we have not tested this idea).
All this analysis tells us that the distances based on LLP are, at least in
this case, slightly better than the graph based ones.
5.4.2 Error Analysis
In the previous section we have implicitly considered every error to be equally
important, and we have seen that as long as every error counts the same there
are a lot of functions that could be candidate to be the “best” one. However
the number of errors is not a strong indicator of the quality of the results, a
function which makes more errors than another one could still be better for
two main reasons:
• the obvious one is that pairs wrongly classified but that are close to
the grey area should count less than those that are far from it;
• there is another more subtle reason which is not related to the single
pair but it is global: it could be better to concentrate all the errors in
one typology (false positives or false negatives).
The rationale is this one:
– if all the errors are false positives then we are “sure” that we
do not miss anything. This is a good scenario because we could
use all this machinery to quickly prune out all the “surely” non
related pairs. At this point it is enough to use a more sophisticated
technique on the returned pairs to eliminate the false positives.
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– otherwise if all the errors are false negatives we are “sure” that
all the pairs that we return are really related. Yes we may loose
something but in some cases it could be fine to return only a subset
of them.
The first point could be analysed by computing the sum of the distances
between every wrongly classified pair and the grey area (we will refer to this
quantity more concisely with “sum of the errors”). On figure 5.12 there is a
comparison between the three best (with respect to this metric) LLP func-
tions together with the best Jaccard function (over the graph), Milne&Witten
and the best CoSimRank function. If we use this metric then the results are
quite different, for example, on the figure we can see that the LLP based
ones are more than two times better than Milne&Witten, in fact among the
graph based ones only the Jaccard one is comparable with them (68 versus
90).
The situation depicted in the second point could be achieved by combining
two (or more) functions into a single one:
• to have less false negatives the functions could be combined using an
“or” composition: two nodes are related if at least one of the functions
says so;
• to have less false positives instead they could be combined using an
“and” composition: two nodes are related if all the functions say so.
We have tested this idea on all the possible pairs of functions (note that in
these tests we did not run a Leave One Out computation to find out the
best parameters to use, instead we have simply used the same ones of the
previous tests) and then we picked the best one, namely the one with the
lowest number of false negatives or false positives (depending on the case),
and in the case of a tie the one with the best F-Measure.
Figure 5.13a shows that, with the or composition, it is clearly possible to
achieve our goals. It shows an impressive recall of 0.99 with only three false
negatives. The drawback, not surprisingly, is a drastic increase of the false
positives. This shows also that the false negatives are not shared among all
the functions.
Figure 5.13b instead shows the results for the and composition. In this case
we can see that we can partially achieve our goal: the precision is high (0.92)
but at distance 2 there are still some false positives (and of course we have
many more false negatives).
Obviously it is not necessary to go that extent, since in both cases we have
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First Function Second Function
Errors Intersection
Size
hdLin ordered by gamma jaccardIn over the graph 20
hdLinRev ordered by gamma (reverse) jaccardIn over the graph 20
jacc ordered by gamma jaccardIn over the graph 21
jacc classic jaccardIn over the graph 21
jacc ordered by gamma (reverse) jaccardIn over the graph 22
jaccardIn over the graph gammaOrder random permutation 22
hdLin ordered by gamma pruned CoSimRank 23
hdLin ordered by gamma MilneWitten 23
jacc ordered by gamma MilneWitten 23
hdLinRev ordered by gamma (reverse) pruned CoSimRank 23
Figure 5.1: Pairs of functions with the lowest error intersection
a huge increase of the other kind of errors, it could be enough to choose the
one with the best F-Measure and which gives a reasonably low number of
errors of the typology that we want to eliminate.
Another possible combination technique is to use a voting system. Namely
given a set of functions {f1, f2, . . . , fk} every function will “vote” for every
pair by classifying it, then based on the majority of the votes the pair will
be classified as related or not (ties could be handled arbitrarily). We have
tested this on every possible combination of three functions and the best
three results (those with the highest F-Measure) can be seen on figure 5.14.
The F-Measure is only ≈ 0.88 in all the cases, not a huge improvement since
by using a single function we could reach ≈ 0.86.
Shared Errors
Given all the previous tables an interesting question is:
Are all these functions making, more or less, the same mistakes?
This is interesting because if there are two (or more) functions which
share few errors, and if we are able to distinguish the cases in which they
singularly fail, then we can build a more robust function by combining them!
Let’s try to formalize the problem: let’s denote with E(f) the set of all
the pairs wrongly classified by the function f . Given a set of functions
{f1, f2, . . . , fn} we can define a lower bound on their number by taking the
intersection of the errors:
|E(f1) ∩ E(f2) ∩ · · · ∩ E(fn)|
it should be obvious that we can not do better than this because this is the
set where all the functions are wrong so we have no hope of correcting those
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errors.
We have computed the size of this intersection for all the possible pairs of
functions and the 10 pairs with the lowest value can be seen on figure 5.1.
Not surprisingly, in all those pairs one function is taken from the graph based
ones and the other one from the LLP based ones.
Milne&Witten has an intersection size of 23/24 with many distance functions
based on LLP.
By looking at the definition:
mw(x, y) =
log (max (|in(x)|, |in(y)|))− log (|in(x) ∩ in(y)|)
log |W | − log (min (|in(x)|, |in(y)|))
one probable reason for its failures could be that the in-degree ratio:
max(|in(x)|, |in(y)|)
min(|in(x)|, |in(y)|) (5.1)
is really high. In that case on the numerator of Milne&Witten the contribute
of the logarithm of the intersection (which is probably the most important
one) could be cancelled (or undermined) by the logarithm of the maximum.
Another reason could be the distance: in general the less two related nodes
are distant the more it is likely that they would have a higher |in(x)∩ in(y)|.
On figure 5.15 there are two tables that explore this idea. It seems that the
errors are mostly confined to the pairs which have an in-degree ratio lower
than 10 and at distance 2 or 3.
By using this observation we have tried to use Milne&Witten to classify all
the pairs that did not fall into this area, and then we picked the function with
the higher F-Measure for the pairs that are inside the area. The best function
happens to be hdLin with the labels sorted by the gamma order (however
other functions have really similar F-Measure values), the confusion matrix
can be seen on figure 5.16. The F-Measure have increased by a lot from the
basic case of Milne&Witten (from 0.83 to 0.87). Unfortunately this solution
comes with higher space cost since both the graph and the labels must be
kept.
Another idea is to use a different distance function depending on the distance
between the nodes of the pair. Due to time constraints we have tested this
only by taking from the previous tables the best function for every distance.
A smarter solution is to train again every function by considering only one
distance at a time. We have checked two variants of this idea:
• a distance function for the pairs at distance 1 or 2 and another one for
those at distance 3. For which the best combination can be seen on
figure 5.17a, in this case we have an F-Measure of 0.88 so not a huge
increase with respect to the previous best case of 0.86.
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• a different distance function for every distance. For which the best
combination can be seen on figure 5.17b, the only difference is at dis-
tance 1 where there are less errors, this has brought the F-Measure to
0.89.
Analysis of the Single Errors
In this section we introduce a new measure defined on the single pairs which
gives an idea about their intrinsic classification difficulty. We have called it
“Shared Error Ratio”:
# of the functions that have wrongly classified the pair
total number of functions
On table 5.1 there are, for every distance, the five pairs with the highest
Shared Error Ratio. For some of them it is easy to tell the possible reasons
which leads to the errors. For example: (Nazi Germany, Berlin Wall) is prob-
ably always wrong because they are linked by many pages that talks about
Germany. There are also some cases which are questionable like (Water,
Mars), given the recent scientific interest on the presence of water on Mars
we would have considered them to be related. For other cases (like (Soap,
Table (furniture)) it is hard to tell why they are almost always wrong.
In the remaining part of this section we will show the errors committed
by Jaccard with the randomly permuted labels produced by the multiple
executions of LLP (the case with the lowest sum of distances between the
wrongly classified pairs and the grey area).
On table 5.2 there are those at distance 3. We can immediately see that a
good number of them are hard to classify (high Shared Error Ratio), at least
for the measures used in this work. We think that some of the false negatives
are questionable (like (Tool, Implementation)), also among the false positives
there are some pretty bad errors which have a high Shared Error Ratio (like
(Soap, Table (furniture)).
On table 5.3 we have reported those at distance 2. Here we can see that there
are many pairs with a high Shared Error Ratio, but there are also some with
a really low value like (Space, Discovery (observation)). We do not fully
agree with all of them, like for (Association Football, Tennis). There are also
some pair for which the relatedness is really subjective and depends (like the
previous example of (Water, Mars)) on the reasoning behind the value. For
example (Morality, Marriage) is made of two different concepts that are very
often, especially by religious groups, brought together. We can also see that
very often the singers are all considered to be related.
Those tables serves mainly to show that the relatedness is really a subjective
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First Page Second Page Error Distance
Shared Error
Ratio
Oil Stock fn 3 1.0
Soap Table (furniture) fp 3 0.92
Report Gain (accounting) fp 3 0.87
Tool Implementation fn 3 0.85
Mother Drink fp 3 0.77
Peach Strawberry fp 2 1.0
Coast Forest fp 2 1.0
Coast Hill fp 2 1.0
History Theatre fp 2 0.98
Nazi Germany Berlin Wall fp 2 0.98
Elton John John Lennon fp 1 0.98
Bird Rooster fn 1 0.96
Laboratory Computer fn 1 0.91
Water Mars fp 1 0.89
Telephone Tool fn 1 0.85
Table 5.1: Top 5 pairs, with respect to the Shared Error Ratio, for every
distance.
First Page Second Page Error Relatedness
Shared Error
Ratio
Gran Turismo 5 V-Rally 2 fn 7.2 0.77
Tool Implementation fn 6.46 0.85
Governor Office fn 6.34 0.55
Oil Stock fn 6.34 1.0
Consumer Confidence fp 4.13 0.15
Physical body Mug fp 3.69 0.45
Report Gain (accounting) fp 3.63 0.87
Soap Table (furniture) fp 0.0 0.92
Table 5.2: Example of the errors commited by jaccard at distance 3 with the
randomly permuted labels produced by the multiple executions of LLP.
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First Page Second Page Error Relatedness
Shared Error
Ratio
OPEC Oil fn 8.59 0.77
Country Citizenship fn 7.31 0.04
Money Possession (law) fn 7.29 0.25
Museum Theater (building) fn 7.19 0.26
Psychology Fear fn 6.85 0.17
Drug Abuse fn 6.85 0.43
American football Basketball fn 6.81 0.75
Virtuoso Concert fn 6.81 0.91
Yasser Arafat Peace fn 6.73 0.25
Association football Tennis fn 6.63 0.94
Space World fn 6.53 0.6
Location (geography) Street fn 6.44 0.64
Space Discovery (observation) fn 6.34 0.04
Car Train fn 6.31 0.21
Nature Man fn 6.25 0.26
Film Popcorn fn 6.19 0.96
Peach Strawberry fp 5.0 1.0
Food Mug fp 5.0 0.79
Elton John Louis Armstrong fp 5.0 0.74
Grape Pear fp 5.0 0.92
Academic journal Professional association fp 4.97 0.47
Chemistry Space fp 4.88 0.53
Organism Tiger fp 4.77 0.81
Coast Hill fp 4.38 1.0
Nazi Germany Berlin Wall fp 4.33 0.98
John Lennon Justin Bieber fp 4.33 0.98
Bruce Springsteen Justin Bieber fp 4.0 0.98
Louis Armstrong Justin Bieber fp 4.0 0.72
Summer Day fp 3.94 0.94
History Theatre fp 3.91 0.98
Morality Marriage fp 3.69 0.79
Minority group Peace fp 3.69 0.98
European Union Berlin Wall fp 3.33 0.92
Coast Forest fp 3.15 1.0
Chemical substance Mug fp 1.92 0.89
Table 5.3: Example of the errors commited by jaccard at distance 2 with the
randomly permuted labels produced by the multiple executions of LLP.
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matter. It shows also a curious situation which is extremely subjective and
could be hard for an algorithm because it is probably not “consistent” (from
its point of view). For example: the authors of the dataset have considered
(given my definitions) as related (American Football, Basketball), probably,
because they are both sports, similarly for (Car, Train) because they are
both means of transport, and even (Association Football, Tennis) because
they are both related to the sport in general. But at the same time they con-
sidered as not related (Peach, Strawberry) and (Grape, Pear) even if they
are all fruits.
This is interesting because it probably shows that we, as humans, are quite
“inconsistent” with those evaluations. For example we would have considered
all of them to be non related, since we do not consider sharing a category
to be a sufficient reason to give a high relatedness value. Nevertheless at
the same time we would have considered as related other pairs because they
share the same category like (Vodka, Brandy) and (Vodka, Gin).
Apart from all those consideration we could ask ourselves:
given a wrongly classified pair which is objectively related (or not) why
a function is not capable of classifying it correctly?
We have identified a few possible reasons as to why this could happen:
• the structure of the graph may be such that even if two nodes are
related this does not show up clearly on it. This, in turn, may happens
for two main reasons:
– errors on the graph: in the case of Wikipedia the pages could be
incomplete or simply they could have missing links to the concepts
expressed. For example in a previous snapshot of Wikipedia (to
the one that we have used in this thesis) the page “Queen regnant”
contained many times the concept of the king, however no links
were made to page “King” and, as a consequence, they were not
directly connected and this was causing the wrong classification
of the pair;
– limitations of the function: maybe the graph is correct but the
function is not capable of figure out that the pairs are connected
because of some of its limitations. For example if we use the simple
idea of looking only at the distance between the pages and they
happen to be too far from each other they will be considered as
not related, regardless of other possible hints to their relatedness
(such as the presence of many paths that connects them).
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• peoples depending on their knowledge/experiences/ideals can treat sim-
ilar situations differently or they could simply have significantly differ-
ent views on the same subjects. As a consequence it is really challenging
(if it is really possible) to define a function which can cope with that.
5.4.3 Space Requirement Analysis
Here we will do a similar analysis to the one of the previous chapter. We
will analyse the average space requirements when the distances are grouped
by the strategy, and then those for the single distance function/strategy
combinations. Again we will show both the requirements to reach the best
F-Measure values and those to reach F-Measure values ≥ t for some value t.
The average node degree of Wikipedia is ≈ 7.9.
On figure 5.18 we have shown the average number of labels used by the var-
ious strategy groups. We can see that if we take the best F-Measure value
(see figure 5.18a) almost all the strategies require between 35 or more labels
on average, there are however order by gamma which require 22 labels and
the randomly permuted labels over the multiple execution of LLP which re-
quire only 12 labels. Interestingly if we pick t = 0.83 the number of labels
decreases significantly for all the strategies (see figure 5.18b), in fact most of
them are now using between 10 and 20 labels, with the intermixed ones with
only 8 labels. If we pick t = 0.82 they decrease again by a lot (see figure
5.18c) in fact two of them are now under the average node degree. If we
take t = 0.81 (see figure 5.18d) then they are almost all under the average
node degree, with intermixed and classic which require nearly a half as many
labels.
Finally with t = 0.80 almost all the strategies require a half as many labels,
with the random permutation over the multiple execution of LLP and order
by gamma which require only 3 labels.
This tells us that every strategy has a different cost in terms of memory and
that if we allow sub-optimal results we can use less labels compared to the
average node degree.
This is however the average for every strategy what about the single distance
function/strategy combinations? Figure 5.19 explore the labels requirements
for the best combinations found in the previous sections. If we take the best
F-Measure value (see figure 5.19a) we can see that they are all using more
than 40 labels, which is not a good scenario.
If we take t = 0.84 (see figure 5.19b) (which is higher than those of the graph
based functions, with the exception of Jaccard over the in-nodes) we can see
a massive drop of the labels, now the worst ones are using 17 labels whether
the best ones only 9 and 10 labels.
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If we take t = 0.83 (see figure 5.19c) there is again a significant reduction,
which brings the worst ones at 7 labels (less than the average node degree)
and the best ones at 5 and 6 labels.
With t = 0.82 (see figure 5.19d) all of them, except for one, are using only 4
labels.
By reducing again the value we can reach 3 labels with t = 0.80.
Finally we will show the space requirements by considering the sum of
the errors. They will be shown in the same way as before, but in this case
we will take all the functions which have the sum of the errors ≤ t for some
value t.
On figure 5.20 we have shown the average number of labels used by the var-
ious strategy groups.
On 5.20a there are the average number of labels needed by every function to
reach the lowest sum of the errors. The situation does not seems to be very
good since, at least on average, the various strategies require a lot of labels
(with the best one that still requires ≈ 27 labels).
On 5.20b we can see that with t = 80 the labels requirements have decreased
significantly , and now the best one requires 19 labels on average.
On figure 5.20c there is the case for t = 90 (which is equals the best sum of
the errors for the graph based functions), we can see that some strategies are
now using few labels (4 and 6) compared to the average node degree.
Finally with t = 100 (figure 5.20d) some strategies are using only 2 labels on
average and the rest of them between 3 and 5.
The most interesting part is depicted on figure 5.21, namely the space re-
quirements for the best distance function/strategy combinations. Here we
can see, on figure 5.21a, that even if we consider only the top-5 functions
(the ones with the lowest sum of the errors) there is a function which require
only 11 labels (higher than the average node degree but so are the perfor-
mances).
If we pick t = 80 (figure 5.21b) we can see that almost all the functions re-
quire only 6 labels (less than the average node degree), and we are still doing
better than the graph based ones. With t = 90 there are functions which
use only 4 labels (so a half compared to the average node degree), with
t = 100 they need only 2 labels and finally with t = 157 (the performances
of Milne&Witten) only a single label.
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5.5 Conclusions
If we look only at the F-Measure we can see that the functions based on
LLP are better than those based on the graph, and that there are no huge
differences between them. The intermixed strategy seems to bring a benefit
(in terms of the F-Measure) to all the functions.
If we look at the sum of the errors then we discover more significant differ-
ences between the functions, and we see that those based on LLP make less
severe errors.
There seems to exist many problematic pairs which are wrongly classified by
almost all the functions, further research could be devolved in finding a way
to correctly classify those pairs.
Combining functions together does not bring huge benefits but they allow us
to reach nevertheless a really good F-Measure of 0.89.
The space requirements for the functions based on LLP are higher if we want
results that in terms of the F-Measure are better than those based on the
graph, however if we aim for similar performances then we could use almost
a half of the labels compared to the average node degree. With the sum of
the errors the things are much better because we can reach the best perfor-
mance of the graph based one with only a half of the labels (compared to
the average node degree), and even if we want the best performances we can
reach them with only 11 labels.
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(f) CoSimRank with pruned sub-graphs, decay 0.8 and
5 iterations
Figure 5.2: confusion matrices with grey area ]5,6[ for the graph based dis-
tance functions
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(f) gammaOrderRev
Figure 5.3: confusion matrices for the various distance functions over the
classic labels of the single LLP execution. The grey area is ]5,6[ (all the pairs
with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are ignored).
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Figure 5.4: confusion matrices for the various distance functions over the
labels of the intermixed multiple executions of LLP. The grey area is ]5,6[
(all the pairs with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are ignored).
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Figure 5.5: confusion matrices for the various distance functions over the
single LLP execution labels sorted by the gamma order. The grey area is
]5,6[ (all the pairs with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are
ignored).
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Figure 5.6: confusion matrices for the various distance functions over the
single LLP execution labels sorted by the gamma order. The grey area is
]5,6[ (all the pairs with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are
ignored).
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Figure 5.7: confusion matrices for the various distance functions over the
randomly permuted labels of the single LLP execution. The grey area is
]5,6[ (all the pairs with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are
ignored).
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Figure 5.8: confusion matrices for the various distance functions over the
randomly permuted labels of the multiple LLP executions. The grey area is
]5,6[ (all the pairs with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are
ignored).
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Figure 5.9: confusion matrices for the various hybrid distance functions over
the classic labels of the single LLP execution. The grey area is ]5,6[ (all the
pairs with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are ignored).
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Figure 5.10: confusion matrices for the various hybrid distance functions
over the labels of the intermixed multiple executions of LLP. The grey area
is ]5,6[ (all the pairs with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are
ignored).
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Figure 5.11: confusion matrices for the various hybrid distance functions over
the randomly permuted labels of the multiple LLP executions. The grey area
is ]5,6[ (all the pairs with a relatedness value that falls into the grey area are
ignored).
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Figure 5.12: sum of the distances between the errors and the grey area
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Figure 5.13: best function compositions
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Figure 5.14: Best with voting
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In Degree Ratio Real Relatedness
Distance
1 2 3
Sim Non Sim Sim Non Sim Sim Non Sim
∈ [1, 5] Sim 84 1 42 5 4 3
Non Sim 3 1 18 37 19 19
∈ ]5, 10] Sim 7 2 7 3 2 0
Non Sim 0 0 4 9 1 9
∈ ]10,+∞[ Sim 11 4 9 2 3 0
Non Sim 0 2 0 17 3 24
(a) with small ratios
In Degree Ratio Real Relatedness
Distance
1 2 3
Sim Non Sim Sim Non Sim Sim Non Sim
∈ [1, 10] Sim 91 3 49 8 6 3
Non Sim 3 1 22 46 20 28
∈ ]10, 20] Sim 3 0 5 0 2 0
Non Sim 0 1 0 9 0 9
∈ ]20,+∞[ Sim 8 4 4 2 1 0
Non Sim 0 1 0 8 3 15
(b) with bigger ratios
Figure 5.15: Analysis of the failure reasons for Milne&Witten. The two
tables have different bins for the in-degree ratio
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Figure 5.16: Milne&Witten combined with hdLin over the labels sorted by
the gamma order. The pairs with an in-degree ratio less than 10 and at
distance 2 or 3 have been classified with hdLin, the others with Milne&Witten
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Figure 5.17: Best confusion matrices when using, for every distance, a dif-
ferent distance function
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(a) for the maximum F-Measure value
(b) with F-Measure ≥ 0.83 (c) with F-Measure ≥ 0.82
(d) with F-Measure ≥ 0.81 (e) with F-Measure ≥ 0.80
Figure 5.18: average labels vector length when we consider the F-Measure
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(a) for the maximum F-Measure value (b) with F-Measure ≥ 0.84
(c) with F-Measure ≥ 0.83 (d) with F-Measure ≥ 0.82
Figure 5.19: minimum labels vector length when we consider the F-Measure
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(a) for the minimum sum of the errors (b) with sum of the errors ≤ 80
(c) with sum of the errors ≤ 90 (d) with sum of the errors ≤ 100
Figure 5.20: average labels vector length when we consider the sum of the
errors
(a) for the minimum sum of the errors (b) with sum of the errors ≤ 80
Figure 5.21: minimum labels vector length when we consider the sum of the
errors
Chapter 6
Locality Sensitive Hashing
In this chapter we will introduce, briefly, Locality Sensitive Hashing (see [13]
for a more in depth description), hereafter abbreviated as LSH.
Given a set of objects LSH allows to efficiently find, in a heuristic way, which
are the similar objects.
We will firstly present a na¨ive algorithm that solves the problem and then
LSH.
Na¨ive algorithm Algorithm 3 shows a na¨ive algorithm for finding the
similar objects where W is the set of the objects, c(x, y) is a function which
given two objects returns true if they are similar and false otherwise.
S ← {};
for x ∈ W do
for y ∈ W do
if c(x, y) then
S ← {(x, y)} ∪ S;
end
end
end
return S;
Algorithm 3: Na¨ive algorithm for finding similar objects
This algorithm have a complexity of O(k|W |2) where k is the complexity
of c. It is clearly infeasible in our situation since W is the set of all the
pages of Wikipedia (which are millions), even if we assume that c takes only
a nanosecond to execute, it would take almost 4 days to compute it.
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Locality Sensitive Hashing the algorithm assumes that we have, for
every object, a signature which represents it. Similar objects need to have
similar signatures. In [13] lots of complex ways to create those signatures are
presented but, in the following, we will simply assume that we already have
them. For every object x ∈ W let us denote with sx its signature.
LSH works as follows: we should choose l vectors of indexes (of size k)
i1, i2, . . . , il every element of those vectors is chosen, at random, from the
set {1, 2, . . . ,m} (where m is the length of the signatures), then we should
choose l hash functions h1, h2, . . . , hl.
The j-th hash functions will be applied to a subset of the signatures, the
subset identified by the indexes of ij. Formally let us define this application
with:
hj(x) = hj([s
x
ij1
, sx
ij2
, . . . , sx
ijk
])
then for every hash function hj an LSH table Tj will be created:
Tj = {(x, hj(x)) | x ∈ W}
basically every LSH table contains for every object a pair containing the
object and its hashed signature.
The main assumption of LSH is that two object x and y are “probably”
similar if their signature have the same hash for at least one hash function.
Formally the set of the probably similar objects is:
{(x, y) | ∃j. hj(x) = hj(y)}
or equivalently:
{(x, y) | ∃j. (x, h) ∈ Tj ∧ (y, h) ∈ Tj}
At this point, to eliminate the false positives, we could check all those pairs
with the original similarity function c to see if they are actually similar or
not. The method is heuristic because we can still have false negatives.
The same hash function can be used (h1 = h2 = · · · = hj). It can be shown
that (again see [13] for the details), for particular choices of the indexes, LSH
can actually simulate the Jaccard Distance, the Hamming Distance and the
Cosine Distance.
The difficult part is the choice of k and l, but fortunately there are some
formulas which can be used to achieve good results (see [13] for more details).
The time complexity of the algorithm is O(ml|W |) to compute all the
hashes, plus the cost of the final phase which depends on the number of the
objects which were hashed to the same value. We will not dig into the details
on how this number could be estimated since in the next chapter we will use
this algorithm up to the hashing part.
Chapter 7
Prefix Search in Labeled
Graphs
In this chapter we will describe some practical application that could be tack-
led using the signatures built on LLP (and also with the Jaccard functions
computed on the graph, if we substitute the labels with the adjacency lists).
Firstly we will describe two classic search problems and then a more advanced
one. For none of them we will show tests.
7.1 Classic Search Problem
7.1.1 Objectives
There are two search problems that have a lot of practical applications:
• given a graph find the pairs of nodes which are related;
• given a node find all the nodes which are related with it.
The first problem is difficult because, in principle, every possible pair of nodes
must be compared which, even for medium sized graphs, is infeasible.
The second problem is solvable with Jaccard or Milne&Witten, if fast query
times are not a priority. In fact it is enough to simply scan once the entire
adjacency list of the graph to compute those functions. CoSimRank is a lot
more slower, so it could solve the problem only if the graph is small or if it
is possible to wait for a very long time for the answer.
Proposed Solution
An extremely efficient solution to those problems could be achieved using
LSH (see chapter 6 for a description) by using as the signatures the labels
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of LLP of one of the previous combination of distance function/strategy (of
course it should be a distance function for which an LSH implementation is
known).
The first problem is solved by applying LSH as described in chapter 6. The
second one could be solved by keeping the LSH tables, then it is enough to
compute the hashes for the given node and search for them on the tables.
In the next pages, we will describe a more complex problem that extend the
work done in [3].
7.2 Prefix Searches over Labeled Graphs
7.2.1 Description
In [3] the authors deal with the problem of doing prefix searches over the
labels of a labeled graph. The search can be done over the neighbours of a
node up to neighbours of the neighbours of that node.
By, statically, assigning a score to each node they also describe how to per-
form top-k prefix searches (searches that returns only the k nodes with the
highest score value).
7.2.2 Objectives
The main limitations of their algorithm is that:
• it cannot search at distances greater than 2;
• the top-k retrieval is made over a static score assignment (regardless of
the starting node the scores are always the same).
For the first limitation we have seen in chapter 5 that with the distances
based on LLP we do not have this problem (although the errors increase
with the distance).
If we assume that best means the most related then also the second limita-
tion can be solved heuristically (but we can not limit the number of results
to the top-k).
Therefore in the following we will propose two, heuristic, solutions to a
slightly different formulation of the problem:
Given a string P and a node n find all the similar nodes prefixed by P
(note that if P is equal to the empty string we are solving the original
problem of the previous chapters of finding all the similar nodes)
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The similarity concept is given by what it means that the signatures are
similar. Which in our case means that the nodes are related.
7.2.3 First Proposed Solution
In [3] two different data structures are used:
• a dictionary D (capable of answering string-prefix searches) containing
all the labels of the nodes;
• the adjacency lists for every node in the graph.
Here we do not need the adjacency lists, but instead we modify the strings
stored on D.
We execute LSH over the signatures of LLP described previously, but we
stop before the LSH tables generation. Instead of putting every node in the
tables we put in D for every table and for every node the label prefixed by
the table number and the node signature.
More formally (q is the number of tables, N is the set of nodes, sign and
labeln are, respectively, the signature and the label for the node n):
D = {i · hi(sign) · labeln | ∀n ∈ N,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}}
Now given a pattern P and a node n we can do a prefix-search by combining
the results of q prefix-searches for the strings {1 · h1(sign) · P, 2 · h2(sign) ·
P, . . . , q · hq(sign) · P} over D.
The resulting time complexity is O(q(|P | + S)) where S is the number of
characters needed for the table number and for the hash of the signature.
To store D we could use for example a Trie (see [20]) which has a space
complexity of O(|D| log |D| + LD log σ) where LD is the total length of the
strings in D and σ is the number of bits needed to store a single character of
a string. If G is the graph, LG is the number of the characters of the graph
labels and q is the number of the LSH tables then we have: LD = LG + |D|S
and since |D| = q|G| the space complexity becomes O(q|G| log(q|G|) +(LG +
q|G|S) log σ). We have highlighted the increased space requirements for D,
with respect to [3], in red. Here, however, we do not need to store G so we
could, in principle, use less memory. Also the complexities (both in time and
in space) arise from the worst case scenarios, in practice they will perform,
hopefully, better. We could also use a Patricia Trie (see [17] for a description
of a Raxix Tree, a Patricia Trie is a Radix Tree with radix=2) instead of
a Trie which, even if it has the same time/space complexities as the Trie,
could perform better in practice. In particular the hash part of every string
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could be probably compressed better by a Patricia Trie since they will have
probably many unique sub-strings. A Patricia Trie, in turn, could be stored
in a compressed/succint form, for example, by using a “Depth-First Unary
Degree Sequence” (DFUDS) data structure (for a detailed description see
[18]), which have a space complexity of LD log σ + |D| log LD|D| +O(|D|) bits.
7.2.4 Second Proposed Solution
This solution basically transforms the problem into a range search over inte-
gers, the algorithm is the following:
• we keep D as is (in [3]);
• we rename the nodes by their rank in D (as in [3]);
• then for every node n and for every LSH table t we create an integer:
t · ht(signn) · n
where · is the concatenation of the binary representation of the integers;
• we put all the integers into a data structure that, efficiently, support
the NextGEQ (NextGEQ(x,X) = min{y | y ≥ x, y ∈ X}) operation
(like Elias Fano) (we can possibly create q different data structures one
for each table).
Then the query for a node n and a pattern P work in this way:
• we search the range < lP , rP > of P in D;
• then for every LSH table t all the searched nodes are in the range
< l, r > where l = NextGEQ(t · ht(signn) · lP ) and r = NextGEQ(t ·
ht(signn) · (rP + 1))− 1.
The resulting time complexity is O(|P | + q). If we use, for example, Elias-
Fano (for a detailed description see [16]) to store the integers we need (n
is the number of the integers and m is the biggest integer that we store)
n log2
m
n
+ O(n) bits. In our case n = q|G| and m = q|G|2h where G is the
graph, h is the number of bits needed for the hash and q is the number of
the LSH tables. This results in hq|G|+O(q|G|) bits.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
Firstly we will do a recap of all the previous chapters and then we will derive
some conclusions.
We have seen that the graph based functions are not capable of dealing
with all the possible pairs, they all need that the two nodes are not too
far from each other in the graph (or on the transposed graph in the case
of those that use the in-nodes). Those based on LLP does not suffer from
this limitation since the labels can, in principle, propagate everywhere in the
graph. However it is likely that the more the nodes are far, the less the
functions are precise.
To evaluate the functions two main analysis techniques have been used:
• the analysis of the Pearson’s correlation between the relatedness and
the various distance functions;
• the analysis of the performance of the various distance functions if used
as binary classificators.
The first analysis technique, due to the usage of the Pearson’s correlation,
is highly influenced by the subjectivity of the relatedness. The second one
instead is much more objective. Nevertheless it still presents many forms of
subjectivity. The reason is that a clear cut that divides all the surely related
pairs to the surely not related ones does not exists.
From the correlation analysis we have seen that most of the functions
based on LLP reaches a value close to the best one which is between 0.67
and 0.68. Among those based on the graph, only Milne&Witten function is
capable of reaching those values. We have shown that, unexpectedly, many
functions have difficulties at distance 1, and that there is no function which
works flawlessly everywhere. Given that Milne&Witten is the function which
works better at distance 1 and 2, we have tried to let it deal with the pairs at
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those distances and we have used another function based on LLP (the best
one) to deal with those at distance 3. This has improved the correlation by
≈ 0.12 which have brought the correlation to ≈ 0.79. This improvement,
obviously, does not come for free, since now both the graph and the labels
need to be stored.
About the space requirements we have seen that if we aim at the best pos-
sible correlation then the LLP based ones are more costly since they require
at least 10 labels per node, whether the average node degree for Wikipedia
is ≈ 7.9. If, however, we are fine with any correlation which is higher than
0.66 (the best one is between 0.67 and 0.68) then we could use only 7 labels.
By further reducing it we can use less and less labels.
Given all the considerations about the correlation and its usage with a sub-
jective measure (the relatedness), we can assume that we can slightly reduce
it in order to have a significant gain in terms of the space. As a consequence
we can consider, in practice, the LLP based ones as more space efficient.
The analysis of the binary classification has point out that the LLP based
ones have a higher F-Measure than those based on the graph (even if by a
little). The real differences, however, arise when we consider the sum of the
errors, in that case all the functions based on the graph are vastly outper-
formed by those of LLP. Only Jaccard over the in-nodes is a bit competitive
with a sum of 90 against those of the best LLP based ones of 68. Combin-
ing together different functions, differently from the correlation case, hasn’t
brought huge benefits to the F-Measure, that from the best case of 0.86 has
gone to 0.89.
About the space requirements if we want the best F-Measure values, then
the cost for the LLP based ones is significantly higher because they need at
least 42 labels per node. However, as in the previous case, if we are fine with
the performances of the graph based ones then we could use only 5 labels,
almost a half compared to the average node degree.
If we consider the sum of the distances of the wrongly classified pairs with
the grey area then the results are even better. We have that the best results
could be obtained by using 11 labels which is higher than the average node
degree, but the the performances of the LLP based functions are also much
higher here compared to those of the graph based ones. The performance
of the best graph based function could be achieved with a half as many labels.
We have seen that by using LSH with the signatures created with the
labels we could solve some classic search problems in a really efficient way.
They could also solve a similar problem to the one presented in [3] namely:
finding all the related nodes prefixed by a string into a labelled graph. And
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they can do it with a really nice time/space complexity.
We can then conclude that the LLP based functions look very promis-
ing and they already deliver good performances in comparison with the best
known functions. In the case of the sum of the distances between the wrongly
classified pairs and the grey area, they have actually delivered better perfor-
mances.
If we do not aim at the best performances, we could use far less labels with
regard to the average node degree. If they are at least as compressible as the
adjacency lists, it could mean that they could be more space efficient, which
nowadays is a key property in many different areas. We have also seen how
by using Locality Sensitive Hashing and by taking some key ideas from [3] we
could efficiently perform prefix searches over the similar nodes in a labelled
graph.
Further Research
Here are some ideas that could be used as a starting point for further research
on the topic:
• analysing the compressibility of the labels;
• developing: new strategies, new distance functions or new ways to
choose the labels from those produced by LLP (in particular non-
consecutive ways);
• as the previous point is concerned, investigating if there exists some
function capable of avoiding the errors with a high Shared Error Ratio;
• looking for other algorithms, since there are many advanced algorithms
that could be used as strategies to choose the labels. For example the
Artificial Intelligence field has many algorithms suited for the task. In
[1] there are many search algorithms that could be used;
• seeing if all those results are also reproducible on other graphs. Espe-
cially to graphs which are not knowledge-graph;
• exploring new ways to evaluate the performance. Ideally ways which
can overcome the issues that arise from the subjectivity of the related-
ness;
• as the two solutions proposed are concerned addressing the “prefix
search over the similar nodes” problem, the presence of the hashes will
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probably impact badly the compressibility since they will bring more
entropy. Ideally we would like to be able to replace them, but a more
realistic solution is trying to reduce their impact, which will probably
require a different compression algorithm.
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